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Welcome to spatstat, a package in the R language for analysing spatial point patterns.
This document will help you to get started with spatstat. It gives you a quick overview of
spatstat, and some cookbook recipes for doing basic calculations.

What kind of data does spatstat handle?
Spatstat is mainly designed for analysing spatial point patterns. For example, suppose you are an
ecologist studying plant seedlings. You have pegged out a 10 × 10 metre rectangle for your survey.
Inside the rectangle you identify all the seedlings of the species you want, and record their (x, y)
locations. You can plot the (x, y) locations:

This is a spatial point pattern dataset.
Methods for analysing this kind of data are summarised in the highly recommended book by Diggle
[4], or our own book [1], or other references in the bibliography below.
Alternatively the points could be locations in one dimension (such as road accidents recorded on
a road network) or in three dimensions (such as cells observed in 3D microscopy).
You might also have recorded additional information about each seedling, such as its height, or
the number of fronds. Such information, attached to each point in the point pattern, is called a mark
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variable. For example, here is a stand of pine trees, with each tree marked by its diameter at breast
height (dbh). The circle radii represent the dbh values (not to scale).
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You might also have recorded supplementary data, such as the terrain elevation, which might
serve as explanatory variables. These data can be in any format. Spatstat does not usually provide
capabilities for analysing such data in their own right, but spatstat does allow such explanatory data
to be taken into account in the analysis of a spatial point pattern.
Spatstat is not designed to handle point data where the (x, y) locations are ﬁxed (e.g. temperature
records from the state capital cities in Australia) or where the diﬀerent (x, y) points represent the same
object at diﬀerent times (e.g. hourly locations of a tiger shark with a GPS tag). These are diﬀerent
statistical problems, for which you need diﬀerent methodology.

What can spatstat do?
Spatstat supports a very wide range of popular techniques for statistical analysis for spatial point
patterns, for example
❼ kernel estimation of density/intensity
❼ quadrat counting and clustering indices
❼ detection of clustering using Ripley’s K-function
❼ spatial logistic regression
❼ model-ﬁtting
❼ Monte Carlo tests

as well as some advanced statistical techniques.
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Spatstat is one of the largest packages available for R, containing over 1000 commands. It is the
product of 25 years of software development by leading researchers in spatial statistics.

How do I start using spatstat?
1. Install R on your computer
Go to r-project.org and follow the installation instructions.
2. Install the spatstat package in your R system
Start R and type install.packages("spatstat"). If that doesn’t work, go to rproject.org to learn how to install Contributed Packages.
3. Start R
4. Type library(spatstat) to load the package.
5. Type help(spatstat) for information.

How do I get my data into spatstat?
Here is a cookbook example. Suppose you’ve recorded the (x, y) locations of seedlings, in an Excel
spreadsheet. You should also have recorded the dimensions of the survey area in which the seedlings
were mapped.
1. In Excel, save the spreadsheet into a comma-separated values (CSV) ﬁle.
2. Start R
3. Read your data into R using read.csv.
If your CSV ﬁle is called myfile.csv then you could type something like
> mydata <- read.csv("myfile.csv")
to read the data from the ﬁle and save them in an object called mydata (or whatever you
want to call it). You may need to set various options inside the read.csv() command
to get this to work for your ﬁle format: type help(read.csv) for information.
4. Check that mydata contains the data you expect.
For example, to see the ﬁrst few rows of data from the spreadsheet, type
> head(mydata)
1
2
3
4
5
6

x
-1.99
-1.02
-4.91
-4.47
-4.30
-3.81

y diameter height
0.93
1
1.7
0.41
1
1.7
1.99
1
1.6
1.45
5
4.1
0.91
3
3.1
0.81
4
4.3

To select a particular column of data, you can type mydata[,3] to extract the third
column, or mydata$x to extract the column labelled x.
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5. Type library(spatstat) to load the spatstat package
6. Now convert the data to a point pattern object using the spatstat command ppp.
Suppose that the x and y coordinates were stored in columns 3 and 7 of the spreadsheet.
Suppose that the sampling plot was a rectangle, with the x coordinates ranging from
100 to 200, and the y coordinates ranging from 10 to 90. Then you would type
>

mypattern <- ppp(mydata[,3], mydata[,7], c(100,200), c(10,90))

The general form is
> ppp(x.coordinates, y.coordinates, x.range, y.range)
Note that this only stores the seedling locations. If you have additional columns of
data (such as seedling height, seedling sex, etc) these can be added as marks, later.
7. Check that the point pattern looks right by plotting it:
> plot(mypattern)
mypattern

8. Now you are ready to do some statistical analysis. Try the following:
❼ Basic summary of data: type

> summary(mypattern)
❼ Ripley’s K-function:

> plot(Kest(mypattern))
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For more information, type help(Kest)
❼ Envelopes of K-function:
> plot(envelope(mypattern,Kest))
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For more information, type help(envelope)
❼ kernel smoother of point density:
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> plot(density(mypattern))
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For more information, type help(density.ppp)
9. Next if you have additional columns of data recording (for example) the seedling height and
seedling sex, you can add these data as marks. Suppose that columns 5 and 9 of the spreadsheet
contained such values. Then do something like
> marks(mypattern) <- mydata[, c(5,9)]
Now you can try things like the kernel smoother of mark values:
> plot(Smooth(mypattern))
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10. You are airborne! Now look at the book [1] for more hints.

How do I find out which command to use?
Information sources for spatstat include:
❼ the Quick Reference guide: a list of the most useful commands.

To view the quick reference guide, start R, then type library(spatstat) and then
help(spatstat). Alternatively you can download a pdf of the Quick Reference guide
from the website www.spatstat.org
❼ online help:

The online help ﬁles are useful — they give detailed information and advice about each
command. They are available when you are running spatstat. To get help about a
particular command blah, type help(blah). There is a graphical help interface, which
you can start by typing help.start(). Alternatively you can download a pdf of the
entire manual (1000 pages!) from the website www.spatstat.org.
❼ vignettes:
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Spatstat comes installed with several ‘vignettes’ (introductory documents with examples) which can be accessed using the graphical help interface. They include a
document about Handling shapefiles.
❼ book:

Our book [1] contains a complete course on spatstat.
❼ website:

Visit the spatstat package website www.spatstat.org
❼ forums:

Join the forum R-sig-geo by visiting r-project.org. Then email your questions to
the forum. Alternatively you can ask the authors of the spatstat package (their email
addresses are given in the package documentation).
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